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Colleagues, 
  
Good morning! 
  
The World War II images from The Atlantic shared in yesterday's Connectings prompted 
this note from Charlie Bennett:  Thanks for the images of After the War. I spotted a 
familiar byline: Charlie Gorry. I worked with Charlie in WX when he was the House 
Photographer. Charlie's brother Bill (Little Bill) was the dark room supervisor. When I was 
in Tokyo I met Charlie's driver and guide while he was on duty there. I can't remember his 
official name but Charlie called him Jackson who worked for the AP in Tokyo. He had a 
shrine to Charlie in his home; a picture of Charlie sitting next to a bottle of booze Charlie 
gave him. The pictures from the Nuremberg trials I believe were made by Sandy Sanders. 
The quality is outstanding. The ASA for 4X5 Ektachrome back then was about 10 so it took 
a hell of a lot of light. Again many thanks. 
  
Paul  
  

Connecting wishes a Happy Birthday  
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to 

John Gibbons - jandsgibbons@gmail.com 

  

   

(If you haven't already, send me an email with your birth date (month and day). And you'll 
get a Happy Birthday recognition on your special day or birthday week from Connecting. 
Send to me at stevenspl@live.com in this format - Date, Your Name, Your email address) 
  

 

AP says Zimmerman painting is copy of AP photo (Paul Colford, Bob Daugherty) 
  
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/ap-says-zimmerman-painting-copy-ap-photo 
  
AND 
  
Attorney: George Zimmerman stole photographer's work to make painting 
  
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/os-george-zimmerman-painter-
lawsuit-20140124,0,5798271.story?track=rss 
  
 -0- 
  
Top 5 most annoying AP style rules 
  
http://www.newscastic.com/news/top-5-most-annoying-ap-style-rules-1353391/ 
 
-0- 
  
Firing of AP freelance photographer highlights perils in altering images 
  
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/mediawire/236797/firing-of-ap-freelance-
photographer-highlights-perils-in-altering-images/ 
  
-0- 
  
Nieman Week in Review: Learning from Grantland's errors and Ezra Klein cuts loose 
from the Post 
  
http://www.niemanlab.org/2014/01/this-week-in-review-learning-from-grantlands-
errors-and-ezra-klein-cuts-loose-from-the-post/ 
  
-0- 
  
Women and Media: The Good, Bad and [Very] Ugly  (Latrice Davis) 
  
http://www.trust.org/item/20140122184058-j9qz5/?source=shtw 
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-0- 
  
NYT's Abramson: "This is the most secretive White House that, at least as a journalist, I 
have ever dealt with"  (Mark Mittelstadt) 
 
http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/talk-to-al-jazeera/interviews-and-
more/2014/1/21/jill-abramson-talkstojohnseigenthaler.html 
  
-0- 
  
Paul Ryan wants media to investigate IRS as aggressively as Bridgegate 
  
http://www.politico.com/blogs/media/2014/01/paul-ryan-wants-media-to-investigate-irs-
as-aggressively-181774.html 
  
-0- 
  
Pro photographers remind lucky amateurs: Viral pictures have value 
  
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/top-stories/236921/pro-photographers-remind-
lucky-amateurs-viral-pictures-have-value/ 
  
-0- 
NBC's Todd, Gregory lament White House's 'controlling' relationship with media 
http://www.politico.com/blogs/media/2014/01/nbcs-todd-gregory-lament-white-houses-
controlling-181821.html 
  
-0- 
  
This is Danny Pearl's final story 
  
http://www.washingtonian.com/projects/KSM/index.html 
  
-0- 
  
Best of the States  (Valerie Komor) 
  
Colleagues, 
  
Owning a beat takes time, diligence and creativity. Owning the competitive news on a 
beat that draws worldwide and U.S. interest in equal measures requires another level of 
commitment, an attention to the kind of detail that demonstrates how to out-report, and 
also out-think, rival news outlets on a regular basis. 
  
The latest scoops on the capital-punishment beat from Andrew Welsh-Huggins, legal 
affairs writer based in Columbus, Ohio, show all of those qualities in action. 
  
Welsh-Huggins scored two APNewsBreaks in close succession in his coverage of Ohio's 
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unprecedented use of an untested combination of drugs for an execution.  
  
On Jan. 15, as the U.S. Supreme Court was still considering a last-minute request to delay 
Dennis McGuire's execution, Welsh-Huggins broke the news (http://tinyurl.com/lcp72ub) 
that the 53-year-old condemned killer previously had tried to hold up his execution by 
asking to donate organs. That legal gambit, unearthed by an open-records request, failed. 
Gov. John Kasich rejected the request because McGuire couldn't identify a family member 
to receive the organs.  
  
On Jan. 17, when Welsh-Huggins reported that it took 26 minutes for the inmate to die 
(http://goo.gl/NVdWJJ), he was able to state with authority that it was the longest of 
Ohio's 53 executions over the past 15 years.  
  
It was a revelation only Welsh-Huggins, who was among the witnesses to the death 
proceeding, was in a position to report.    
  
He routinely requests execution timelines after each lethal injection. By comparing the 
timeline on McGuire's death with all of the others since Ohio resumed executions in 1999, 
he produced a unique analysis. He showed just how prolonged was the execution 
performed by lethal injection before an audience that included the inmate's adult 
children. Most Ohio death row inmates over the past 15 years took 15 minutes or less to 
die, according to the records examined by Welsh-Huggins. And in years when Ohio used a 
three-drug combination, many inmates died in under 10 minutes. 
  
The case of McGuire, condemned for the 1989 rape and fatal stabbing of a newlywed who 
was eight months pregnant, was just the latest in which Welsh-Huggins showed mastery 
of the death penalty beat.  
  
He was well-prepared, as usual, having covered the shortage of a key death penalty drug. 
That issue helped lead to Ohio's use of the untested drug combination. In fact, Welsh-
Huggins broke news of the impending shortage in 2010, which has had far-reaching 
consequences in U.S. death penalty states and abroad. He has since reported out many of 
its threads. 
  
In a follow-up to the execution of McGuire, Welsh-Huggins could write with assurance that 
the latest episode raises fresh questions about the ability of states to carry out executions 
in constitutional fashion. McGuire's adult children, who saw their father gasp and snort in 
the nearly half an hour it took him to die, said it amounted to torture. There are legal 
experts who agree.  
 
Each of the scoops played prominently on websites that draw local, national and global 
audiences, including The Blade in Toledo, the Miami Herald and ABC News. Several media 
organizations requested interviews with Welsh-Huggins.  

For an outstanding example of how top-notch beat work produces agenda-setting 
coverage, Welsh-Huggins is awarded this week's $300 Best of the States prize. 
  
John Daniszewski 

http://tinyurl.com/lcp72ub)
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-0- 
  
APME Update  (Mark Mittelstadt) 
  
  
Jan. 24, 2014 
SAVE THE DATE 
* March 31, 2014, Deadline for APME Journalism Excellence Awards 
* Sept. 15-17, 2014, ASNE-APME Conference, Chicago 

 
NEW TODAY FROM APME 
Details announced for APME Journalism Excellence Awards 
APME is calling for entries for its 2013 APME Journalism Excellence Awards, which honor 
superior journalism and innovation among newspapers, radio, television and online news 
sites across the United States and Canada. The new deadline is: Monday, March 31. The 
awards seek to promote excellence by recognizing work that is innovative, well-written 
and incisively reported. A special award honors innovation by colleges and universities. 
All awards will be presented for journalism published or launched between Jan. 1, 2013, 
and Dec. 31, 2013. Because of the change in the entry period, first-place winners in the 
previous contest (running from May 1, 2012- April 30, 2013) are not eligible to enter their 
winning work in the current contest. All other entries are eligible and will be considered by 
judges.  
Besides the new deadline, the APME awards will feature a new category: Best Mobile 
Platform. This new category will honor a news organization that produced or made 
significant improvements to a mobile application or platform in 2013.  
Four of the categories offer monetary awards: the Seventh Annual Innovator of the Year 
Award for newspapers, the Best of Show in the Public Service Awards, the Al Neuharth 
Award for Innovation in Investigative Journalism and the Tom Curley Sweepstakes Award 
in the First Amendment Awards.  
The awards will be presented at the ASNE/APME Conference Sept. 15-17 in Chicago.  
To enter, go to: https://www.omnicontests4.com/Default.aspx?comp_id=1265 
  
______________________________________  
  
There's Still Time to Apply to Host a NewsTrain Workshop in 2014 
  
NewsTrain is a national touring workshop sponsored by APME that serves journalists in 
their own cities. Programs are designed to provide training in the skills, knowledge, and 
information needed in a rapidly changing media setting, at an affordable cost. NewsTrain's 
core audience includes frontline editors, department heads, and senior editors - people 
who edit and manage print and digital news platforms. Reporters, copy editors, visual 
journalists, online producers, and college journalism educators are also welcome and find 
NewsTrain programs valuable.  
Deadline for applications: Jan. 30, 2014  
To download an application: http://www.apme.com/?page=hosting 
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For more details or to request a NewsTrain workshop in your area, contact Michael 
Roberts, NewsTrain Project Director, mroberts.newstrain@gmail.com. 

 
 

  
FROM AP 
Beat of the Week: Heilprin, Winfield 
WATCHDOG REPORTING 
AP: West Virginia spill latest case of coal tainting U.S. waters 
Detroit Free Press: Gas tanks leak as fund flows elsewhere 
Los Angeles Times: Tiny Westmont has L.A. County's top homicide rate 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel: Red flags raised on green deal 
New York Times: Patients' costs skyrocket as specialists' incomes soar 
Columbus Dispatch: Private cops have the authority to carry guns, but records secret 
The Oregonian: Plenty of warnings about problems with Cover Oregon's launch 
The Tennessean: State failing to care for some of its most vulnerable residents 
Read more Watchdog Reporting 
  
INDUSTRY NEWS 
Black media seek part of court-ordered tobacco ads 
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press moves to new quarters 
Court rules that bloggers have First Amendment protections 
After expansion, Orange County paper cuts staff 
AOL hands over Patch operations to investment firm 
The Oregonian announces move to compact format later this year 
Read about these Industry & Business stories  
EDITORS IN THE NEWS: Drake, Nelson, Gissler, Bean, Cawthon, Horne 
Read more: Editors in the News 
IN MEMORIAM: Dunn, Hilburn 
Read more: In Memoriam 

 
APME HEADLINES 
Great Ideas book available for download 
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